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Message

FROM OUR CEO

The year concludes on a high note for us as Elephants Alive. We received
the Gold for the Nature Conservation category while I was awarded
Silver in the Eco-Angel category of the prestigious Eco-Logic Awards.
The Eco-Logic Awards identify individuals, organisations and communities that positively
contribute towards a sustainable world. Twelve independent and highly respected judges used
seven criteria to choose winners from the many entries. The recognition given to our
longstanding NPO as a credible organisation operating within the conservation arena, is
welcomed.
Our quarter of a century research experience in South Africa and beyond our borders
continues to have far-reaching impact both on ecological and socio-economic fronts. We have
successfully collared 30 elephants this year adding to almost 150 individual elephants collared
over the years, and thereby continually expanding one of the longest and most consistent
elephant tracking databases in southern Africa. We have determined a practical and reliable
way to identify individual elephants to understand the social drivers of their movements and
our science-based approach and data-rich experience has allowed us to contribute towards the
development of Elephantbook. For 18 years we have also monitored the effects of elephants as
ecosystem engineers by recording elephant impact on more than 3000 large trees whilst using
large tree nesting birds such as vultures, raptors and southern ground hornbills as secondary
indicators of changes in vegetation structure over time. As science ambassadors, we have
found innovative methods (bees) to protect iconic trees and generated a ready market from
these coexistence products (elephant-friendly honey, wax and propolis).
To ensure conservation success, and the long-term preservation of free-ranging elephants,
Elephants Alive believes it is critical to empower, inform and involve local communities. As
community guardians we harness the cultural integrity of the Ndlopfu Gogos (Elephant
Grandmothers) to spread the conservation word as the respected story-tellers who carry the
oral history of their people forward. We create experiences where Gogos are introduced to
elephants to enrich their stories with those of elephants, reminding future generations that
human-elephant-coexistence is an achievable goal. Upskilling people that protect our wildlife
such as the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit to use ecosystem services to supplement their
income amid food scarcity and grow as role models within their community, also makes
conservation sense. With this partnership we believe in empowering women to keep bees and
adopt regenerative permaculture practices. We have installed a 100 beehives to further their
beekeeping skills in conjunction with 1 food garden which has already delivered 58 kg of fresh
produce. One cultivated medicinal garden provides valuable information on how to treat local
ailments while 3 elephant unpalatable crop gardens together with beehive fences, create soft
barriers to elephants where people and elephants need to live side-by-side.
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Ensuring people’s safety and protecting their assets is important to us so we also have two
proof of concept human-elephant-conflict mitigation sites in South Africa where we
experiment with keeping elephants from crossing fences. In Mozambique we are working
with our partners (the Mozambique Wildlife Alliance) to ensure that a Rapid Response Unit
can educate people and provide immediate relief to the forays of crop-raiding elephants.
Considering how people, elephants, bees and plants are interconnected and dependent on
each other we will continue to strive to collectively problem-solve and roll out our already
practiced proof concepts in South Africa to southern Mozambique where protected areas are
not fenced off from people.
We are compassionate conservationists. With the economic ramifications due to Covid,
snaring of wildlife for meat is increasing. We have thus also financed more than the usual
snare removals from elephants this year and helped with helicopter flights to chase them
back to safety. We always welcome collaborating with Wild Shots Outreach during our field
activities as their photo-documentary skills help us create content for schools, document
elephant collaring operations and produce photographs of the Ndlopfu Gogos for community
exhibitions.
In our quest to deliver innovative research solutions, we acknowledge elephants and people
and their shared world as an integral part of the ecosystem they occupy. Several on-going
projects represent the culmination of many years of dedicated and systematic work to bring
together the value of elephants, bees, plants and people. Elephants have been the trailblazers
showing us how we can upscale our experience across the Great Limpopo Transfrontier
Conservation Area and beyond. Our wide network with local communities, NGOs, corporates,
governmental institutions, academics or private landowners across both local and
international boundaries have facilitated many partnerships and friendships over time. As we
believe in being global communicators and educators, we have published 11 peer-reviewed
scientific papers in 2020/2021, thereby adding to our near 50 science papers on elephantrelated topics. We have supervised and facilitated the studies of 6 PhD, 6 MSc, 1 BSc (Hons)
and 1 Undergraduate study in this year alone while also helping the scientific community with
peer-reviewing more than 10 science manuscripts. Numerous popular articles, reports and
presentations to national and international audiences has spread the word on the work we
are doing.
None of the work that we do would be possible without our network of donors, supporters
and followers. We would like to use this opportunity to extend our gratitude to each and
every one of you for your continued support.
With elephant hugs and appreciation

Michelle Henley (PhD, PGCE)
CEO, Co-Founder and Principal Researcher
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Our Mission

To ensure the survival of elephants and their habitats and to promote harmonious
coexistence between elephants and people.

Protection and conservation
Promoting scientific enquiry and research into the protection and conservation of
elephants and their habitats;
Tracking elephants with advanced technology to understand their needs and
what motivates their movements;
Identifying individual elephants;
Protecting large trees from impact caused by elephants and experimenting with
methods of alleviating tree impact;
Tracking elephants across national and international boundaries to support their
free movement (corridors, transboundary and trans frontier conservation) and
Providing scientific knowledge for management and land use planning;

Education and awareness
Promoting environmental education and awareness i.e. winning hearts and
minds to inspire local people to be custodians of their own rich heritage (read
more about our work with Ndlopfu Gogos and Wild Shots Outreach);
Providing assistance with elephant welfare;
Developing a conservation ethic and an understanding of biodiversity, including
the value of ecosystem services to local communities, based on local knowledge
and resources and
Enabling research into the behaviour, ecology and needs of elephants in their
interface with humans

Communication
Conveying information about elephant ecology and behaviour and the needs of
elephants to local, national and international audiences.

Kayla Zoon
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We are very grateful to our co-opted board members who have helped us steer the ship in
2021. Thank you to Dr. Carlos Lopes Pereira (Director of Law Enforcement and Protection of
ANAC in Mozambique), Alexander Kennaugh (Head of Wildlife Conservation & Trade for the
Oak Foundation), Peter Eastwood (Founder and Director of the Tanglewood Foundation),
Sarah Scarth (Executive Director Operation Smile South Africa) and Edwin Pierce (Warden of
the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve and Head Warden of the Associated Private Nature
Reserves). Please read more on our website about the valuable expertise that these
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Milestones reached in 2021 as
ELEPHANTS

SCIENCE AMBASSADORS

Satellite Tracking
(23 years)

collared 30 elephants in the past year:
12 in Mozambique, 3 Outside Protected Areas
in Mozambique, 3 in the Kruger National Park ,
and 12 in the Associated Private Nature
Reserves (South Africa).
We have

Individual Identity
(25 years)

10 808 ID photos have been processed with ongoing

HABITAT

large tusked bull monitoring.

Big Tree Protection
(17 years)

This year saw the launch of Elephantbook using our
SEEK coding system and 74 Citizen Sighting submissions.

3000+ trees for elephant impact,
100+ of which have stone-packing and 500+ with

We have monitored

wire-net protection for mitigating impact.
Bees for Tree
Protection

ECOSYSTEMS

(6 years)

We have 50 beehives deployed to protect marula trees
and 100 beehives installed in our bee gardens with the
Black Mambas. This year we harvested 59 litres of honey
and sold 227 honey jars and 30+ honey products
(lip balm, wax wraps and honey infused soaps).

Vultures & Raptors
(13 years)

206 trees

with

vulture or raptor nests monitored

for elephant impact.
Ground Hornbills
(13 years)

60 trees

with

Ground Hornbill nests

monitored

BIOSPHERES

for elephant impact.

Co-existence
Corridors
(13 years)

20 collared, path-finding elephants moving

between Protected Areas and potentially forging
connecting corridors. Communities warned by the
Rapid Response Unit we financed about crop-raiding
elephants in close to 160 patrol days since June with
more than 50 successful mitigation events.
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Milestones reached in 2021 as
ELEPHANTS

COMPASSIONATE CONSERVATIONISTS
& COMMUNITY GUARDIANS

Snare/Injury
Treatment
(21 years)

Financed the treatment of 6 elephants for snare
removals in the past three years.
Use of our honey as natural antibiotic in all
local snare wounds of both elephants and other wildlife.

Damage Causing
Animal Research
(9 years)

2 Proof of Concept sites in the Associated Private
Nature Reserves, testing 3 Human Elephant Conflict
mitigation methods.

3 Helicopter deployments to herd elephants back

into Protected Areas.

PEOPLE

Collaboration with Dell/Intel on developing AI that
Elephant
Grandmothers
(3 years)

recognises elephants & informs of fence breaches.

5 programs to introduce Grandmothers neighbouring
Protected Areas, to elephants.

Black Mamba
Anti-Poaching Unit
(9 years)

In partnership with the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit,
we have harvested over 58kg of fresh, organic produce;
completed our first 2-day beekeeping workshop; and
installed100 beehives as proof of concept; completed

2 elephant unpalatable gardens and
1 medicinal plant garden. We have also built an
elephant memorial garden.

Wild Shots Outreach
(6 years)

Collaborations with young communityPhotographers from
Wild Shots Outreach (WSO), trained by Mike Kendrick
(Director) and yes4youth to capture special moments
during elephant collarings and the Ndlopfu Gogo program.
Production of the first elephant collaring operation in
Shangaan by Global Conservation Corps.
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Milestones reached in 2021 as

GLOBAL COMMUNICATORS

Awards
(2021)

Gold: Eco-Logic Nature Conservation Award to
Elephants Alive.

Silver: Eco-Logic Eco-Angel Award to Dr. Michelle Henley

Scientific & Popular
Press
(2020/2021)

11 Peer reviewed scientific publications; 19 Scientific
manuscript reviews by invitation; 105 Popular
articles, videos and press releases; 31 Reports to
managers and interested parties; 8 Newsletters
and Newsflashes.

Presentations
& Education
(2020/2021)

30 formal presentations to national and
international audiences; Supervision and facilitation of

6 PhD, 6 MSc,1 BSc (Hons) and 1 undergraduate
national & international students; 3 PhDs examined by
invitation; 2 Scientific proposal reviews to NERC

by invitation.

Networking
(since inception)

Collaboration with 35

NGOs (financial/logistical);
21 state- or private based reserves (financial/logistical);
Support to 4 communities on the border of the

Protected Areas; Expertise/students shared from
13 local & 46 international academic institutes;
Expertise or sponsorship received from 53 corporate

organisations.
Online presence

New website launched in 2021 and redesigned to

optimise online fundraising.

Growing global audience: 42,934 Facebook Followers,
6,518 Instagram Followers, 406 YouTube subscribers, 709
Twitter Followers, together with a e-newsletter mailing list of 7,942.
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Peer reviewed

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS 2020/2021

WEIDEMAN H.J., BLOOMBERG L.P., STEWART, C.V., PARHAM, J.R. HOLMBERG, J., FLYNN, K.,
CALAMBOKIDIS, J. PAUL, D.B., BEDETTI, A., HENLEY M.D., LEPIREI, J. & POPO, F.G. 2020.
Extracting identifying contours for African elephants and humpback whales using a learned
appearance model. Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision 2020: 1276-1285.
SACH, F., YON, L., HENLEY, M.D., BEDETTI, A., BUSS, P., DE BOER, W.F., DIERENFELD, E.S.,
GARDNR, A., LANGLEY-EVANS, S.C., HAMILTON, E., LARK, R.M., PRINS, H.H. T. SWEMMER, A.M.
& WATTS, M.J. 2020. Spatial chemistry influences the home range of elephants. Science of the
Total Environment 792: 139066.
VAN DE WATER, A., HENLEY, M.D., BATES, L. & SLOTOW, R. 2020. Future of Thailand’s captive
elephants. Animal Sentience 28 (18): 326-331.
VOGEL, S.M., BLUMENTHAL, S.A., DE BOER, W.F., MASAKA, M., NEWTON, I., SONGHURST, A.C.,
MCCULLOCH, G., STRONZA, A.L., HENLEY, M.D. & COULSON, T. Timing of savannah elephant’s
dietary switches in relation to crop raiding consumption Biological Conservation 249: 108703.
BEDETTI, A., GREYLING, C.E., PAUL, D.B., BLONDEAU, J., CLARK. A., MALIN, H., HORNE, J.,
MAKUKULE, R., WILMOT, J., EGGELING, T., KERN, J. & HENLEY, M.D. 2020. System for Elephant
Ear-pattern Knowledge (SEEK) to identify individual African elephants. Pachyderm 61:63-77.
WIERUCKA K, HENLEY M.D., MUMBY H.S. 2021. Acoustic cues to individuality in wild male
adult African savannah elephants (Loxodonta africana). PeerJ 9:e10736.
MURPHY, D., WITTEMYER, G., HENLEY, M.D. & MUMBY, H.S. 2021. Detection of community
structure in animal social networks under different sampling protocols: a simulation study
informed by male elephant (Loxodonta africana) association data. Animal Behaviour. 174:127148.
WALL, J., WITTEMYER, G., KLINKENBERG, B., LEMAY, V., BLAKE, S., STRINDBERG, S., HENLEY,
M.D., VOLLRATH, F., MAISELS, F., FERWERDA, J.& DOUGLAS-HAMILTON, I. 2021. Human
footprint and protected areas shape elephant range across Africa, Current Biology 31: 24372445.
KULITS, P.J, WALL, J., BEDETTI A., HENLEY M.D. & BEERY, S.M. 2021. ElephantBook: 2021. A
Semi-Automated Human-in-the-Loop System for Elephant Re-Identification. Association for
Computing Machinery Compass. ACM SIGCAS Conference on Computing and Sustainable
Societies. 88-98.
SLOTOW, R., BLACKMORE, A. HENLEY, M.D., TRENDLER, K, & GARAI, M. 2021. Could culling of
elephant be considered inhuman and illegal in South African Law? Journal of International
Wildlife Law and Policy. 1-26.
DU PLESSIS, K., GANSWINDT, S. B., BERTSCHINGER, H., CROSSEY, B., HENLEY, M.D.,
RAMAHLO, M., & GANSWINDT, A. 2021. Social and seasonal factors contribute to shifts in
male african elephant (loxodonta africana) foraging and activity patterns in Kruger National
Park, South Africa. Animals (11): 3070.
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Meet the Team and What they do

TRACKING PROJECTS

RECOLLARING INTWANDAMELA
''He who greets you with fire in his eyes''

Anka Bedetti
Tracking Projects
Manager

Kayla Zoon
GIS Technician

Having conducted over 200 collaring operations
throughout South Africa and Mozambique since
1998, Elephants Alive has a vast amount of
experience when it comes to collaring elephants.
With a total of 30 collaring operations this year, one
that stood out the most was Intwandamela (meaning
''he who greets you with fire in his eyes'' in Tsonga).
We have had the privilege of tracking this majestic
bull since 2005. Over the last 15 years, Intwandamela
has become one of the most placid bulls we monitor.
During the recollaring operation, we were able to
admire Intwandamela's size and stature in close
proximity. One could not help but be in awe of this
magnificent bull with his large elegant tusks.
Intwandamela spends a great proportion of his time
moving between the private reserves of the Greater
Kruger and central Kruger National Park. He has

even made a few appearances on the popular Djuma webcam in Sabi Sands in the past! The
valuable data obtained from collared elephants such as Intwandamela provides further insights in
the ecological processes that will propagate the coexistence of elephants, trees and people.
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Elephants Alive’s tracking team monitors these elephant movements around the clock by
managing the EarthRanger tracking platforms and large datasets, producing analytical,
awareness and educational material, which are also used to publish peer-reviewed scientific
papers contributing towards global conservation efforts and cutting-edge spatial analyses in
movement ecology. With close to two million location points, we have a better understanding of
how elephants avoid conflict and link protected areas, how they respond to resource availability,
interact with one another and forge relationships. Furthermore, we investigate how they react
to boundaries (both fences and virtual political international boundaries).

Mike Kendrick

Not only do we monitor these elephants for research purposes, but collaring elephants is
critical for their protection. Only 3% of the continental elephant population remains compared
to more than 100 years ago. The technology we use includes immobility and speed alarms,
allowing us to identify if an elephant is in danger. These technological advances play a critical
role in conserving these pachyderms.

Meet our

TRAILBLAZING ELEPHANTS
CEO, Co-Founder &
Principal Researcher:
Dr. Michelle Henley

by Michelle Henley

On 16th of September 2021 at 17h00, a collared elephant named Swazi made
history by crossing into Tembe National Park (in the province of KwaZulu-Natal in
SA). These movements were the final pieces of the puzzle needed to provide visual evidence of
a linkage between the Kruger National Park (in the Lowveld of SA) and Tembe National Park.
Swazi was first collared on the 25th of February 2020, when he was caught red handed and
collared in a community owned corn-crop outside of any protected area in Mozambique. He
was collared by Dr Joao Almeida from the Mozambique Wildlife Alliance (MWA) in partnership
with Administração Nacional das Áreasde Conservação (ANAC).
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Swazi entered Swaziland (Eswatini, his
namesake) briefly, before making his way
to the Kruger National Park via
Mozambique. In his first year of being
collared from the 25th of February 2020
to 2021, he moved an extraordinary 4390
km across South Africa, Swaziland and
Mozambique. Since then, he has added
another 2000 km to the clock.
Swazi’s historical trip from the Namaacha
Valley to Tembe National Park was well
over 1000 km (highlighted in red on the
map). According to Cathariné Hanekom,
the district Ecologist for Ezemvelo KZN
Wildlife, in the last three years they have
gained
17
bulls
entering
from
Mozambique. Swazi is not the first
elephant to break the rules. Thanks to his
collar, we can track his entire journey and
gain insights into where he has come
from.
Figure 1. Elephants like Swazi have successfully linked the southern
Kruger National Park with Tembe National Park. His journey of over
1000 km since exiting the Namaacha valley is highlighted in red.

Joao Almeida

Path finding elephants are important individuals
as they provide a better understanding of
localised human-elephant-conflict in a wider
landscape perspective, maintain the genetic
connectivity between isolated subpopulations,
and promote cross-border communication
between stakeholders. In his wake, Swazi has
linked two Transfrontier Conservation areas
(Great Limpopo- and Lubombo TCA), two South
African National Parks (the Kruger NP and Tembe
NP) over an international border and crossed
three political borders between South Africa,
Mozambique and Eswatini. Applying an African
philosophy to an African species, Swazi
represents the living enactment of the principles
of Ubuntu, highlighting the importance of
respecting the interconnectedness of people,
wildlife and landscapes.
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The

IDENTIFICATION PROJECTS
A visit from an old friend:
GREAT WHITE

Ronny Makukule
Researcher & Bees,
Elephant IDs &
Mortalities and
Education Liaison
Officer

Joel Sithole
Researcher &
Medicinal Plants,
Elephant IDs &
Mortalities and
Education Liaison
Officer

On the 6th of May 2021, our field team was out on another tracking day in the Timbavati Private
Nature Reserve. A tusker was spotted in a distance at about 200m-300m away from the road.
We patiently waited for the bull to approach us. It didn’t take long for our field team to identify
the tusker as Great White. This bull only graces us with his presence once a year in the Associate
Private Nature Reserves (APNR). These scarce sightings of him suggests that Great White is not a
resident bull in the APNR. It is always a pleasure to follow and study this magnificent tusker. We
wish to see him again next year and continue tracking his growth and following his journey.
Timbavati 2005

Klaserie 2017

Klaserie 2020

Timbavati 2021

WATCH THIS SPACE
In collaboration with MEP and CalTech

Over 25 years we have identified over 2,000 individual elephants – to understand their
movements and population dynamics, which is essential to understand the social landscape of
elephants. We use a real-time software solution to integrate data that aids with monitoring
collared elephants and their natural habitats, but also to identify poaching hotspots and threats,
and proactively mitigate human-elephant conflict cases. To monitor elephant population
dynamics, we use Elephantbook, which is a newly developed web-based platform and database
for human-in-the- loop re-identification of elephants, combining manual attribute labelling and
state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms. Our elephant ID studies are the longest and most
consistent in all southern Africa.
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The

BIG TREES PROJECTS
If trees could talk, what would they say?
It turns out, a whole lot more than one would expect! Elephants
Alive have been studying the impact that elephants have on big tree
species across the Associated Private Nature Reserves (APNR) since

Robin Cook
Big Trees Projects
Manager

2004, with studies ranging from general trends in elephant impact
across tree species, documenting elephant impact on trees containing large tree nesting birds
such as vulture, raptors and southern ground hornbills, to exploring methods which can be
used to increase the survival of iconic big trees.

Michelle Henley

Michelle Henley

Robin Cook

Through these studies, the trees (with the help of elephants) begin to tell us a story. They can
tell us who is vulnerable to elephant impact, and who is not. They can show us how natural
factors such as termites and wind can result in them falling over, and they can show us how
vital they are to the survival of many species from earth bound herbivores to winged
honeybees and feather-clad vultures, raptors or ground hornbills. Hence, when we walk
through the bush, transect after transect, to measure various attributes on big trees, we are
allowing ourselves a glimpse into the natural patterns taking place where elephants and big
trees co-exist.
Elephants Alive can be thoroughly proud of the longevity and progression of its big tree
research with mitigation experimentation starting in 2004. Since 2008, we have also been
researching elephant impact on trees containing vulture- and raptor and this year we surveyed
206 trees across the APNR, of which 127 had been used by vultures and other raptors within
the past year.
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BEES AND TREES RESEARCH
Our bees and trees research project in Jejane Private
Nature Reserve has turned six years old this year,
providing us with fascinating data over a long-term
scale as to how effective African honeybees are at
protecting highly favoured marula trees against
elephant impact. Our results show that beehives can
decrease tree mortality by five-fold, versus trees with
no protection.
We are also extremely excited to welcome a host of
new beehives into the Big Trees Projects, thanks to the
kind donations from various individuals and
organisations worldwide. These new colonies will help
repopulate our research site in Jejane Private Nature
Reserve, ensuring that a healthy number of colonies
are present whenever elephants venture near those
trees. We are most grateful for these sponsored
beehives!
Kayla Zoon

We even dived further into the bees’ honey by analysing the pollen content contained within
the honey across the seasons. This research, in collaboration with Wits University’s Dr. Frank
Neumann and Nikiwe Ndlovu, has shown how electronic microscopes can analyse the diversity
of pollen contained within honey, providing us with insight into which plant species the bees
are attracted to across the Lowveld.

The tree-tales will continue into next year, as their stories are forever growing,
just like their intricate root systems. Their relationships with elephants are
complex, with no single story describing all of patterns observed. But to quote the
academic and author Jacob Dlamini, “Complexity is not the end of an argument
but only the beginning”.
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The

NDLOPFU GOGOS

Joel Sithole
Researcher &
Medicinal Plants,
Elephant IDs &
Mortalities and
Education Liaison
Officer

Elephant Grandmothers
The program started in 2019 when the first five grannies from the
community came to visit the elephants we study and joined us
for an elephant tracking day. Despite having family working in the
Protected Areas or even carrying the surname ‘Ndlopfu’ which
means elephant in the local dialect, most of these grannies have
never set foot in any of the Reserves let alone seen an elephant.
The program is aimed at restoring the dignity and leadership role
to the grannies and reconnecting them to the history of living
with wildlife. Like elephant matriarchs, they are leaders of their

Ronny Makukule
Researcher & Bees,
Elephant IDs &
Mortalities and
Education Liaison
Officer
Tinyiko Bosch
Office
administrator,
Coexistence and
Education Liaison
Officer

families and represent often unnoticed pillars of strength within their communities. We aim to
host two programs every month, one being a field day tracking elephants and the other being
a delightful three day camp trip on the premises of the Tanglewood Foundation.
Elephants are known for their so-called ‘senator effect’ where older individuals within their
societies are respected as mentors and repositories of knowledge, allowing them to be fully
integrated into day-to-day life. Elephants thus revere their elders, relying on their wisdom as
mentors. We have always learnt from the elephants and with this program we plan to restore
and revere the collective wisdom of the grannies and present it as gifts to society. We look
forward to updating you on our warm-hearted journey!

Rifumo Mathebula

Wisani Ngwenya

Vusi Mathe

Rivoni Mkansi

Vusi Mathe
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The

GARDENS AND BEES
PROJECTS
Coexistance gardens
In partnership with

The Coexistence Gardens have made great progress since their
inception last year. With the harvesting season in full swing, our
palatable garden is producing an abundance of various spinaches,
tomatoes, onions and other delicious fresh produce to supplement
the rations of the all-female Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit.

Jessica Wilmot
Coexistence
Projects
Manager
Joel Sithole
Researcher &
Medicinal Plants,
Elephant IDs &
Mortalities and
Education Liaison
Officer
Tinyiko Bosch
Office
administrator,
Coexistence and
Education Liaison
Officer

It is very rewarding to enjoy the fruit of one’s
labour alongside The Black Mambas, while
knowing that you are paving the way to promote
food security for various families. Due to this
abundance, we have also been able to try our
hand at samoosa-making. Thanks to the brilliant
guidance of Sarah McSmith, Tinyiko Bosch and
Collette Sithole we have introduced the selling of
frozen samoosas to the market. We look forward
to presenting this- and other vegetable byproducts within our local market.

Jessica Wilmot

It has not been without its challenges though,
with multiple insect species testing our organic
farming ethos. However, we have planted
enough marigolds to ward off most pests and
with multiple coriander seedlings on its way, we
are keeping our fingers crossed that we will be
able to keep insect impact to the minimum.

2020

2021
Jessica Wilmot
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Our unpalatable garden is also slowly coming together, with Pelargonium capitatum
(Geraniums) and Artemisia afra (Wormwood) being the most recent essential oil potential plant
introduced. For now, our resident hippo bull has not dared browse on that during his
midnight meander. Interestingly though, he has Feastedon helichrysum (Everlast plants), a
species found in the sunflower family which is wild harvested and widely used for essential oil
extraction. We have also planted common sunflowers for both its seed production and high
pollen value for our bees – so far the hairy shoots have withstood mammal herbivory, only
failing prey to small yellow-coloured hopper stages of locusts.

Michelle Henley

Overall, the majority of our aromatic plant species remain untouched, enabling us the
opportunity to learn the art of germinating cuttings. Furthermore, after a very successful 2day program with delegates from the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), our
passion for the possibility of essential oil production and small-scale business enterprises has
been reinvigorated. With a rapidly increasing market for naturally grown essential oils and
South Africa only contributing 0.01% of the global market, we are eager to introduce a product
that promotes not only sustainable agriculture but also women upliftment and coexistence
between humans and wildlife. This of course will only be possible through extensive
collaboration and hard work. Until then, we look forward to the day where we will be able to
produce a small quantity of essential oil from the gardens as a proof of concept for our
upscaling plans in neighbouring Mozambique where trailblazing elephants are showing us
that techniques to coexist with wildlife are sorely needed.
Our medical garden is also almost fully established
with the last few remaining plant species currently
being sourced, in total 50 different plant species
will be introduced. A recent workshop hosted by
Anton Mzimba (Botanist and Head Ranger at
Timbavati) and Joel Sithole (Researcher &
Medicinal Plants, Elephant IDs & Mortalities and
Education Liaison at Elephants Alive) showcased
the various plants and their medicinal use. We are
excited to continue to show The Black Mambas the
benefits of sustainability utilizing indigenous
plants for medicinal purposes and the small
business opportunities that it holds.
Kayla Zoon
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Jessica Wilmot

Jessica Wilmot

Unlike our blossoming gardens, the bee apiary has taken a slight knock during winter despite
rigorous artificial feeding of sugar water and pollen. However, with our thriving gardens and the
current natural blooms we are eager to test our ability of catching wild swarms with the help of
lemon grass essential oil – how fitting that an essential oil will be used for another project. Due to
an excess of natural food, we have stopped artificial feeding and slowly started adding super
boxes to the brood from which we will be harvesting honey once the colonies are deemed strong
enough. Until then, we will continue monitoring their status.
Further to the training provided by Hoedspruit Hub, a number of The Black Mambas have
undergone beekeeping training. Next year we will be facilitating more training sessions at our HQ
alongside additional training in permaculture with specific focus on essential oil production.
We will soon be starting the construction of our packhouse where we will be introducing a
seedling house to germinate important tree species, produce plant pots and house our small
distillation plant. An abandoned reservoir will be used as the main structure of the packhouse
while environmentally friendly building methods such as rammed earth and ecobricks will be
introduced where possible. Although there is much work to be done before we can fully introduce
this model into Mozambique, we are excited for all the possibilities that await.

Canva
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Elephant
MEMORIAL GARDEN
By Michelle Henley

My life has been blessed by elephants for a long time. Over the past 25 years I have come to
know many an elephant. Either I have fitted or replaced a collar around its leathery neck in the
175 capture operations I have participated in, or I have drawn their ear outlines for future
identification purposes. In the process of studying them, my mind has been captivated by the
magnificence of their roles as ecosystem engineers, as seed dispersers, as water-well-diggers, as
mega-fertilizing agents and as trailblazers linking Protected Areas.
Elephants have taught me about connectivity. Their story line is intertwined with the landscape
and by protecting elephants, we protect healthy habitats. Elephants have criss-crossed our
world and have successfully painted a larger landscape of connectivity for us with their
footsteps, showing us where we can do more. As an umbrella species, if we can protect
elephants, who are so visible, we will succeed for many other species. We need to see elephants
as part of our web of diversity. We need to see ourselves as connected to nature. Elephants
represent the archives of a time when we knew how to co-inhabit the natural world. When our
needs were intertwined and not at odds with what we depend on. Elephants are not only part of
their surroundings, but they are part of each other. Linked by an intricate social web. Likewise,
my friendship or connection to you will have elephants somewhere in the loop. They have
brought us together and enriched our lives.
Sixteen collared elephants have died over time. For each one it felt as if too soon. Batsha,
Brazen, Charlie, Colleen, Everest, George, Iain, Mac, Mapimbi, Matambu, Mellow, Namaste,
Nhenha, Nstako, Soshangane and Wild Spirit. The time has come to pay it forward to my fallen
grey friends. A different indigenous tree species has been planted near our coexistence gardens
in memory of each elephant. A tree will now grow out of sounds of their names.

Memorial garden with a plaque remembering each fallen study
animal
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Dr. Iain Douglas Hamilton (EA Trustee) looking at the
Baobab planted in the name of Matambu
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The natural world is the keeper of indescribable beauty. Elephants are the guardians of this
beauty. These wild spaces are their sanctuary and their sense of place. We need to strive to
keep it there for them and for us. The human spirit needs wilderness to thrive, for sanity and
for inspiration. On a deeper level, the elephants have become the keepers of our soul-scapes.
It is our relationship to all living things that will define and secure their future. We need to
hold elephants and what they represent in our hearts and in our doings. They need our
protection because we have forgotten what it means to live in harmony with the natural
world. We need to move beyond our recall to keep them in our world.
As I grow older, I want to know that they will be protected beyond my life. As the years pass
and the trees grow, I want people to come and sit in the shade of these trees and remember
elephants. I want others to celebrate elephants' existence while reminding themselves how
precariously they are forced to live around us. We should not forget that despite elephants
being the largest land mammal, they don't stand a chance against our political powers, our
increasing numbers, and our indifference about their existence. We need to marvel at their
abilities to cross boundaries, to follow the ancient routes of bygone eras. We need to value
their presence and their habits as constant gardeners. We need to follow the moral compass
of elephants where the old are respected for their collective wisdom and the young are
protected with courage. We need to realise that our greed is the elephant in the room. We
need to see the richness of their symbolic value. We need to realise how lonely it would be
for our children if there were no elephants left. We need to understand that by protecting
elephants a multitude of other species are automatically protected in the process. We need
to remember that their tusks were almost the nail in their coffin. We need to seek innovative
solutions when they come into conflict with us over shared resources. We need to widen our
circle of compassion to include elephants. We need to whisper words of gratitude for their
existence.

Around me the trees stir in their leaves
and call out, “Stay awhile.”
The light flows from their branches.
And they call again, “It’s simple,” they say,
“and you too have come
into the world to do this, to go easy, to be filled
with light, and to shine.”

Mary Oliver (1935-2019)
My wish is that visitors to the elephant memorial garden will be touched by thoughts of wise
old elephants and gigantic trees. They are both peacefully powerful. Do come sit at the feet of
our natural giants. You can sit in silence, and you will learn all there is to ever know for no
lesson is more important than being true to your good nature and being good to Nature.
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Additional
HIGHLIGHTS
We are excited to announce that the
Southern African Conservation Trust’s
Wildlife & Communities Living in Harmony
program will soon be releasing another
educational comic. Vusa - The Elephant
Guardian has been written by Dr. Michelle
Henley and Dr. Kate Evans (Elephants for
Africa) and includes a few selective
drawings by Michelle. We are very grateful
to Elephants for Africa, the Humane
Society International/Africa and the
Tanglewood Foundation who, together
with Elephants Alive provided start-up
funding for the comic. We hope the
bumper 44 page production will enrich
the imagination of children with the lives
of elephants.
In addition to our long term Associated Private Nature Reserve contract,
our projects have been registered with the Kruger National Park and our
three year contract with them has been approved.
While we work towards educating children, we lead by setting an example.
We strive to remain life-long learners at Elephants Alive. Three of our team
members are pursuing their PhDs:
Anka Bedetti (Part time PhD in Biological Sciences) Response mechanisms of the
African Elephant (Loxodonta africana) to different anthropogenic landscapes in
the Greater Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area.
Dr. Michelle Henley (Part time PhD in Philosophy): Ubuntu around elephants:
moving from human-elephant-conflict to human-elephant-coexistence.
Robin Cook (Part time PhD in Biological Sciences): The value of large trees and
their protection whereelephants and trees co-exist.
While Joel Sithole is busy with his BA in Environmental Management and Tinyiko
Bosch is studying a secretarial course (Management Assistant N4).
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FINANCES
Elephants Alive is totally reliant on donations and grants to run our operations. We
are a South African registered Public Benefit organisation. For restricted funding, all
grants and earmarked donations are used on the intended projects as per the
application budget.
Due to COVID-19 and a number of delays in payouts from approved funding
applications our funds raised for 2020/2021 are below the budget. However, there
are various grants received in 2019/2020 that carry over to the current financial year,
providing a reserve from which to draw. For the Financial Year 2023 and 2024 we
have projected that our donor funding will need to grow substantially due to
increased efforts to ensure the safety of elephants moving outside of Protected
Areas in Mozambique. We also plan to implement effective mitigation strategies to
ensure the safety of people and their assets where elephants and people need to
coexist.

25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
0

2021 (Budget) 2021 (Actual)

2022

2023

2024

*The actual income (red bar) includes secured funds from three sources that were delayed but came
in shortly after the financial year-end whilst others are still pending.

The pie-chart below shows that most of our funding comes from Trusts and
Foundations as well as private donations. Corporate donations, individual online
giving and bequest funds have increased substantially from the previous financial
year. Statutory/government donations are still pending due to delayed outcomes on
submitted funding applications.
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3%
2%

5%
22%

Cause Related Marketing /
Corporate Partnerships
Private donations
Trusts and Foundations

9%

Self generated income
(merchandise and other)
Individual giving (online)

59%

Bequests

Our income allows us to continue operating as Science Ambassadors,
Compassionate Conservationists and Community Guardians. Part of our funds
are also spent on enabling us to be Global Communicators (development) so that
we can continue to win hearts and minds and inspire people to become custodians
of our natural heritage. Our development costs are up considerably from last year
with the launching of our new website and the strategic planning of various
fundraising campaigns.
Admin
18%

Development
10%

Project Costs
72%
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ZAR

USD

1 651 472
640 047

108 081
41 888

5 304 640
0
175 131
189 506
367 533

347 162
0
11 461
12 402
24 053

173 784
181 973

11 373
11909

8 684 085

568 330

EXPENSES
Admin
Development
Project Costs

1 235 518
654 645
4 929 589

80 859
42 843
322 617

TOTAL

6 819 752

446 318

GRANTS NOT YET EXPENDED
SURPLUS

3 366 453
1 864 334

220 318
122 011

DONATIONS
Private donations
Cause Related Marketing / Corporate Partnerships
Trusts and Foundations
Events (includes presentations)
Self generated income (merchandise and other)
Individual giving (online)
Bequests income
Investment Revenue
Other income (Exchange differences)
TOTAL

Kayla Zoon
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Thank You
Our work would not have been possible without the continued support coming from
numerous organisations and individuals. In particular, we would like to thank the
.following organisations and individuals for either their long-term support or their
considerable investment in our achievements (in alphabetical order):

CAH Private Philanthropy
Elephant Crisis Fund
JAMMA International Foundation
Louis Stewart Foundation
Marie and Michael Valstorp
Mike McMillan Foundation
Millichope Foundation

Oak Foundation
Rufford Foundation
Save the Elephants
Tanglewood Foundation
The Lions Share
US Fish and Wildlife Services
Wild Wonderful World

Sponsorship and Supporters for 2020/2021:
Alan McSmith Safaris
Blue Sky Society Trust
DELL
EMS Foundation (Mozambique)
Global Conservation Corps
HSI International/Africa
ICWCA (Mozambique)
Iron man 4x4
Linton Park Wines
Lonnie and Kitty Strickland Foundation
Mammoth Safaris
Mara Elephant Project
Meerendal Wine Estate –
BIGFEET Elephant Foundation
Michelin Tyres
Mozambique Wildlife Alliance

Ndlopfu Shareblock
Nkombe Rhino
PAMS Foundation
Pick n Pay
Primos Gin
Relate
SolarAfrica
Southern African Conservation Trust Wildlife &
Communities (SACT)
Strickland Foundation
Transfrontier Africa
Vortex Optics
Woolworths (My Planet)
Wildlife Protection Solutions
Wildlifevets
Wildscapes Veterinary & Conservation Services
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Individual donors and supporters for 2020/2021:
Aida Ettayeb
Alan, Sarah and Meg McSmith
Alicia & Amy Wingrave
Antony & Sella McClellan
Brian & Claire Makare
Chris & Martha Spencer
Jean Battams
Jeané Maritz
Johna Turner
Joubert de Lange
Katlyn Lautemb

Kirsty Zoutendyk
Marc Solomon
Mark & Jacqui Atkinson
Mikael & Kristen Olufsen
Mike & Gail Strong
Peter Eastwood
Ralf Murjahn
Reimund Kuehn
Susan Harwood
The Smelting family
Tony & Natalie Pinfold

We would like to thank the management of the Association of Private Nature
Reserves, South African National Parks, and Administracao Nacional de Areas de
Conservacao (ANAC) in Mozambique for their continued support and permissions for
the research to be conducted within their respective Reserves.

Peter Buss
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Become a Herd Member
For more information,
contact:

info2u@elephantsalive.org

Donate via website
Bank transfer details:
Elephants Alive
First National Bank (FNB)
Acc. num.: 62920750040
Hoedspruit, South Africa
Branch Code: 270 652
Swift code: FIRNZAJJXX

Kayla Zoon

“There is mystery behind that masked gray
visage, and ancient life force delicate and mighty,
awesome and enchanted commanding the
silence ordinarily reserved for mountain peaks
great fires and the sea.”
- Peter Matthiessen

Report layout & design by Kayla Zoon
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